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Search for dark matter in events with a
hadronically decaying vector boson and missing
transverse momentum in pp collisions at√
s = 13 TeV with the ATLAS detector
The ATLAS Collaboration
A search for dark matter (DM) particles produced in association with a hadronically decaying
vector boson is performed using pp collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1, recorded by the ATLAS detector at
the Large Hadron Collider. This analysis improves on previous searches for processes with
hadronic decays ofW and Z bosons in association with large missing transverse momentum
(mono-W/Z searches) due to the larger dataset and further optimization of the event selection
and signal region definitions. In addition to the mono-W/Z search, the as yet unexplored
hypothesis of a new vector boson Z ′ produced in association with dark matter is considered
(mono-Z ′ search). No significant excess over the Standard Model prediction is observed.
The results of the mono-W/Z search are interpreted in terms of limits on invisible Higgs
boson decays into dark matter particles, constraints on the parameter space of the simplified
vector-mediator model and generic upper limits on the visible cross sections for W/Z+DM
production. The results of the mono-Z ′ search are shown in the framework of several
simplified-model scenarios involving DM production in association with the Z ′ boson.
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Numerous cosmological observations indicate that a large part of the mass of the universe is composed of
dark matter (DM), yet its exact, possibly particle, nature and its connection to the Standard Model (SM)
of particle physics remain unknown. Discovery of DM particles and understanding their interactions
with SM particles is one of the greatest quests in particle physics and cosmology today. Several different
experimental approaches are being exploited. Indirect detection experiments search for signs of DM
annihilation or decays in outer space, while direct detection experiments are sensitive to low-energy
recoils of nuclei induced by interactions with DM particles from the galactic halo. The interpretation of
these searches is subject to astrophysical uncertainties in DM abundance and composition. Searches at
particle colliders, for which these uncertainties are irrelevant, are complementary if DM candidates can
be produced in particle collisions. Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), one of the leading DM
candidates, could be produced in proton–proton (pp) collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and
detected by measuring the momentum imbalance associated with the recoiling SM particles.
A typical DM signature which can be detected by the LHC experiments is a large overall missing transverse
momentum EmissT from a pair of DMparticles which are recoiling against one ormore SMparticles. Several
searches for such signatures performed with LHC pp collision data at centre-of-mass energies of 7, 8
and 13 TeV observed no deviations from SM predictions and set limits on various DM particle models.
Measurements include those probing DM production in association with a hadronically decayingW or Z
boson [1–4] and dedicated searches for the so-called invisible decays of the Higgs boson into a pair of DM
particles, targeting Higgs boson production in association with a hadronically decaying vector boson [5–
7]. In the SM, the invisible Higgs boson decays occur through the H → ZZ? → νννν process with a
branching ratioBSMH→inv. of 1.06×10−3 for a Higgs boson massmH = 125 GeV [8]. Some extensions of the
SM allow invisible decays of the Higgs boson into DM or neutral long-lived massive particles [9–13] with
a significantly larger branching ratio BH→inv.. In this case H is required to have properties similar to those
of a SM Higgs boson and is assumed to be the Higgs boson with mass of 125 GeV that was discovered
at the LHC. At present, the most stringent upper limit on BH→inv. is about 23% at 95% confidence level
(CL) for mH = 125 GeV, obtained from a combination of direct searches and indirect constraints from
Higgs boson coupling measurements [5, 14].
In this paper, a search for DM particles produced in association with a hadronically decayingW or Z boson
(mono-W/Z search) is performed for specific DM models, including DM production via invisible Higgs
boson decays. The analysis uses LHC pp collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV collected by
the ATLAS experiment in 2015 and 2016, corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1. The
results are also expressed in terms of upper limits on visible cross sections, allowing the reinterpretation
of the search results in alternative models. In addition to the mono-W/Z search, the as yet unexplored
hypothesis of DM production in association with a potentially new vector boson Z ′ [15] is studied using
the same collision data (mono-Z ′ search). Compared to the analysis presented in Ref. [1], the results are
obtained from a larger data sample, and event selection and definition of the signal regions are further
optimized, including new signal regions based on the tagging of jets from heavy-flavour hadrons and on
jet topologies. Event topologies with two well separated jets from the vector boson decay are studied
(referred to as the resolved topology), as well as topologies with one large-radius jet from a highly boosted
vector boson (referred to as the merged topology).
The paper is organized as follows. A brief introduction to the ATLAS detector is given in Section 2.
The signal models are introduced in Section 3, while the samples of simulated signal and background
processes are described in Section 4. The algorithms for the reconstruction and identification of final-state
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particles are summarized in Section 5. Section 6 describes the criteria for the selection of candidate signal
events. The background contributions are estimated with the help of dedicated control regions in data, as
described in Section 7. The experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainties (Section 8) are taken
into account in the statistical interpretation of data, with the results presented in Section 9. Concluding
remarks are given in Section 10.
2 ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector [16] is a general-purpose detector with forward-backward symmetric cylindrical
geometry.1 It consists of an inner tracking detector (ID), electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic calorimeters
and a muon spectrometer (MS) surrounding the interaction point. A new innermost silicon pixel layer [17,
18] was added to the ID before the start of data-taking in 2015. The inner tracking system, providing
precision tracking in the pseudorapidity range |η | < 2.5, is immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field, while
toroidal magnets in the MS provide a field integral ranging from 2 Tm to 6 Tm across most of the MS. The
electromagnetic calorimeter is a lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calorimeter with an accordion geometry
covering the pseudorapidity range |η | < 3.2. The hadronic calorimetry is provided by a steel/scintillator-
tile calorimeter in the range |η | < 1.7 and two copper/LAr calorimeters spanning 1.5 < |η | < 3.2. The
calorimeter coverage is extended to |η | < 4.9 by copper/LAr and tungsten/LAr forward calorimeters
providing both electromagnetic and hadronic energy measurements. The data are collected with a two-
level trigger system [19]. The first-level trigger selects events based on custom-made hardware and uses
information from muon detectors and calorimeters with coarse granularity. The second-level trigger is
based on software algorithms similar to those applied in the offline event reconstruction and uses the full
detector granularity.
3 Signal models
Two signal models are used to describe DM production in the mono-W/Z final state. The first is a
simplified vector-mediator model, illustrated by the Feynman diagram in Figure 1(a), in which a pair of
Dirac DM particles is produced via an s-channel exchange of a vector mediator (Z ′) [20, 21]. There are
four free parameters in this model: the DM and the mediator masses (mχ and mZ′, respectively), and the
mediator couplings to the SM and DM particles (gSM and gDM, respectively). The minimal total mediator
decay width is assumed, allowing only vector mediator decays into DM or quarks. Its value is determined
by the choice of the coupling values gSM and gDM [21] and it is much smaller than the mediator mass. The
second is a model with invisible Higgs boson decays in which a Higgs boson H produced in SM Higgs
boson production processes decays into a pair of DM particles which escape detection. The production
process with a final state closest to the mono-W/Z signature is associated production with a hadronically
decaying W or Z boson (VH production, see Figure 1(b)). The WH and ZH signals are predominantly
produced via quark–antiquark annihilation (qq¯→ VH), with an additional ZH contribution from gluon–
gluon fusion (gg → ZH). The production of a Higgs boson via gluon–gluon fusion (ggH) or vector
1 The ATLAS experiment uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the
centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the
y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the
z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2). Transverse momentum is computed
from the three-momentum, p, as pT = |p | sin θ.
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boson fusion (VBF) followed by the Higgs boson decay into DM particles can also lead to events with
large EmissT and two or more jets. Especially the ggH signal has a contribution comparable to or even
stronger than the VH process, since its cross section is about 20 times larger and the jets originating from
initial state radiation are more central than in the VBF process. The free parameter of this model is the
branching ratio BH→inv.. The cross sections for the different Higgs boson production modes are taken to






























Figure 1: Examples of dark matter particle (χ) pair-production (a) in association with aW or Z boson in a simplified
model with a vector mediator Z ′ between the dark sector and the SM [20]; (b) via decay of the Higgs boson H
produced in association with the vector boson [9–13]; (c) in association with a final-state Z ′ boson via an additional
heavy dark-sector fermion (χ2) [15] or (d) via a dark-sector Higgs boson (hD) [15].
Two signal models describe DM production in the mono-Z ′ final state [15]. Both models contain a
Z ′ boson in the final state; the Z ′ boson is allowed to decay only hadronically. The Z ′ → tt¯ decay
channel, kinematically allowed for very heavy Z ′ resonances, is expected to contribute only negligibly to
the selected signal events and therefore the branching ratio BZ′→t t¯ is set to zero. In the first model, the
so-called dark-fermion model, the intermediate Z ′ boson couples to a heavier dark-sector fermion χ2 as
well as the lighter DM candidate fermion χ1, see Figure 1(c). The mass mχ2 of the heavy fermion χ2 is a
free parameter of the model, in addition to the DM candidate massmχ1 , the mediator massmZ′, and the Z ′
couplings to χ1χ2 (gDM) and to all SM particles (gSM). The total Z ′ and χ2 decay widths are determined
by the choice of the mass and coupling parameter values, assuming that the only allowed decay modes are
χ2 → Z ′χ1, Z ′→ qq¯ and Z ′→ χ2χ1. Under these assumptions the decay widths are small compared to
the experimental dijet and large-radius-jet mass resolutions. In the second, so-called dark-Higgs model,
a dark-sector Higgs boson hD which decays to a χχ pair is radiated from the Z ′ boson as illustrated in
Figure 1(d). The masses mhD , mχ, mZ′ and the constants gSM and gDM are free parameters of the model.
The latter is defined as the coupling of the dark Higgs boson hD to the vector boson Z ′. Similar to the
dark-fermion model, the total decay widths of the Z ′ and hD bosons are determined by the values of the
mass and coupling parameters, assuming that the Z ′ boson can only decay into quarks or radiate an hD
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boson. The dark Higgs boson is assumed to decay only into χχ or Z ′Z ′(∗). The latter decay mode is
suppressed for mhD < 2mZ′, which is the case for the parameter space considered in this paper.
4 Simulated signal and background samples
All signal and background processes from hard-scatter pp collisions were modelled by simulating the
detector response to particles produced with Monte Carlo (MC) event generators. The interaction of
generated particles with the detector material was modelled with the Geant4 [22, 23] package and the
same particle reconstruction algorithms were employed in simulation as in the data. Additional pp
interactions in the same and nearby bunch crossings (pile-up) were taken into account in simulation. The
pile-up events were generated using Pythia 8.186 [24] with the A2 set of tuned parameters [25] and the
MSTW2008LO set of parton distribution functions (PDF) [26]. The simulation samples were weighted to
reproduce the observed distribution of the mean number of interactions per bunch crossing in the data.
The mono-W/Z signal processes within the simplified Z ′ vector-mediator model, as well as all mono-Z ′
signal processes, were modelled at leading-order (LO) accuracy with theMadGraph5_aMC@NLO v2.2.2
generator [27] interfaced to the Pythia 8.186 and Pythia 8.210 parton shower models, respectively. The
A14 set of tuned parameters [28] was used together with the NNPDF23lo PDF set [29] for these signal
samples. The mono-W/Z signal samples within the simplified vector-mediator model were generated in a
grid of mediator and DM particle masses, with coupling values set to gSM = 0.25 and gDM = 1 following
the ‘V1’ scenario fromRef. [30]. The mediator massmZ′ and the DM particle massmχ range from 10 GeV
to 10 TeV and from 1 GeV to 1 TeV respectively. Two samples with mχ = 1 GeV were used to evaluate
the impact of theory uncertainties on the signal, one with a mediator mass of 300 GeV and the other
with a mediator mass of 600 GeV. The mono-Z ′ samples were simulated for mediator masses between
50 GeV and 500 GeV, with the gDM coupling value set to gDM = 1. Following the current experimental
constraints from dijet resonance searches [31–34], in particular those for the mediator mass range below
about 500 GeV studied in this analysis, the gSM coupling value was set to 0.1. For this choice of the
couplings, the width of the Z ′ boson is negligible compared to the experimental resolution, allowing limits
to be set on the coupling product gSM · gDM. For each choice of mZ′, two signal samples were simulated
in both mono-Z ′ models, each with a different choice of masses mχ2 or mhD of intermediate dark-sector
particles as summarized in Table 1. Out of the two samples for a given mZ′ value, the one with a lower
(higher) mass of the intermediate dark-sector particle is referred to as the ‘light dark sector’ (‘heavy dark
sector’) scenario. The mass mχ in the dark-Higgs model was set to 5 GeV, since it can be assumed that
the kinematic properties are determined by the masses mZ′ and mhD unless the mass mχ is too large.
Processes in the mono-W/Z final state involving invisible Higgs boson decays originate from theVH, ggH
and VBF SM Higgs boson production mechanisms and were all generated with the Powheg-Box v2 [35–
37] generator interfaced to Pythia 8.212 for the parton shower, hadronization and the underlying event
modelling. The detailed description of all generated production processes together with the corresponding
cross-section calculations can be found in Refs. [38, 39]. The Higgs boson mass in these samples was set
to mH = 125 GeV and the Higgs boson was decayed through the H → ZZ∗ → νννν process to emulate
the decay of the Higgs boson into invisible particles with a branching ratio of BH→inv. = 100%.
The major sources of background are the production of top-quark pairs (tt¯) and the production ofW and
Z bosons in association with jets (V+jets, where V ≡ W or Z). The event rates and the shape of the final
discriminant observables for these processes are constrained with data from dedicated control regions
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Table 1: Particle mass settings in the simulated mono-Z ′ samples for a given mediator mass mZ′ .
Scenario Dark-fermion model Dark-Higgs model
Light dark sector
mχ1 = 5 GeV mχ = 5 GeV
mχ2 = mχ1 + mZ′ + 25 GeV mhD =
{
mZ′ , mZ′ < 125 GeV
125 GeV , mZ′ > 125 GeV
Heavy dark sector
mχ1 = mZ′/2 mχ = 5 GeV
mχ2 = 2mZ′ mhD =
{
125 GeV , mZ′ < 125 GeV
mZ′ , mZ′ > 125 GeV
(see Section 7). Other small background contributions include diboson (WW, WZ and ZZ) and single
top-quark production. Their contribution is estimated from simulation.
Events containing leptonically decaying W or Z bosons with associated jets were simulated using the
Sherpa 2.2.1 generator [40], with matrix elements calculated for up to two partons at next-to-leading
order (NLO) and four partons at LO using Comix [41] and OpenLoops [42] and merged with the Sherpa
parton shower [43] using the ME+PS@NLO prescription [44]. The NNPDF3.0 next-to-next-to-leading
order (NNLO) PDF set [29] was used in conjunction with dedicated parton shower tuning developed by
the Sherpa authors. The inclusive cross section was calculated up to NNLO in QCD [45].
For the generation of tt¯ events, Powheg-Box v2 was used with the CT10 PDF set [46] in the NLO matrix
element calculations. Electroweak t-channel, s-channel and Wt-channel single-top-quark events were
generated with Powheg-Box v1. This event generator uses the four-flavour scheme for the NLO matrix
element calculations together with the fixed four-flavour PDF set CT10f4 [46]. For all top-quark processes,
top-quark spin correlations are preserved (for t-channel top-quark production, top quarks were decayed
using MadSpin [47]). The parton shower, hadronization, and the underlying event were simulated using
Pythia 6.428 [48] with the CTEQ6L1 PDF set [49] and the corresponding Perugia 2012 set of tuned
parameters [50]. The top-quark mass was set to 172.5 GeV. The EvtGen 1.2.0 program [51] was used for
the properties of b- and c-hadron decays. The inclusive tt¯ cross section was calculated up to NNLO with
soft gluon resummation at next-to-next-to-leading-logarithm (NNLL) accuracy [52]. Single top-quark
production cross sections were calculated at NLO accuracy [53–56].
Diboson events with one of the bosons decaying hadronically and the other leptonically were generated
with the Sherpa 2.1.1 event generator. Matrix elements were calculated for up to one (ZZ) or zero (WW ,
WZ) additional partons at NLO and up to three additional partons at LO using Comix and OpenLoops,
and merged with the Sherpa parton shower according to the ME+PS@NLO prescription. The CT10 PDF
set was used in conjunction with dedicated parton shower tuning developed by the Sherpa authors. The
event generator cross sections at NLO were used in this case. In addition, the Sherpa diboson sample
cross section is scaled to account for the cross section change when switching to the Gµ scheme for the
electroweak parameters, resulting in an effective value of α ≈ 1/132.
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5 Object reconstruction and identification
The selection of mono-W/Z and mono-Z ′ candidate signal events and events in dedicated one-muon
and two-lepton (electron or muon) control regions relies on the reconstruction and identification of jets,
electrons and muons, as well as on the reconstruction of the missing transverse momentum. These are
described in the following.
Three types of jets are employed in the search. They are reconstructed from noise-suppressed topological
calorimeter energy clusters [57] (“small-R” and “large-R” jets) or inner detector tracks (“track” jets)
using the anti-kt jet clustering algorithm [58, 59] with different values of the radius parameter R.
Small-R jets ( j) with radius parameter R = 0.4 are used to identify vector bosons with a relatively low
boost. Central jets (forward jets) within |η | < 2.5 (2.5 ≤ |η | < 4.5) are required to satisfy pT > 20 GeV
(pT > 30 GeV). The small-R jets satisfying pT < 60 GeV and |η | < 2.4 are required to be associated with
the primary vertex using the jet-vertex-tagger discriminant [60] in order to reject jets originating from
pile-up vertices. The vertex with the highest
∑
p2T of reconstructed tracks is selected as the primary vertex.
Jet energy scale and resolution, as well as the corresponding systematic uncertainties, are determined with
simulation and data at
√
s = 13 TeV [61, 62]. Jets within |η | < 2.5 containing b-hadrons are identified
using the MV2c10 b-tagging algorithm [63–65] at an operating point with a 70% b-tagging efficiency
measured in simulated tt¯ events.
Large-R jets (J) [66, 67] are reconstructed with a radius parameter of R = 1.0 to allow the detection
of merged particle jets from a boosted vector boson decay. The trimming algorithm [68] is applied
to remove the energy deposits from pile-up, the underlying event and soft radiation, by reclustering the
large-R jet constituents into sub-jets with radius parameter R = 0.2. The sub-jets with transverse momenta
below 5% of the original jet transverse momentum are removed from the large-R jet. The jet mass is
calculated as the resolution-weighted mean of the mass measured using only calorimeter information
and the track-assisted mass measurement [69]. Large-R jets are required to satisfy pT > 200 GeV and
|η | < 2.0. In the mono-W/Z search, these jets are tagged as originating from a hadronicW- or Z-boson
decay using pT-dependent requirements on the jet mass and substructure variable D(β=1)2 [70, 71]. The
latter is used to select jets with two distinct concentrations of energy within the large-R jet [72, 73]. The
jet mass and D(β=1)2 selection criteria are adjusted as a function of jet pT to select W or Z bosons with a
constant efficiency of 50% measured in simulated events. In the mono-Z ′ search, large-R jets are tagged
as originating from the hadronic decay of a Z ′ boson using a jet-mass requirement and requiring D(β=1)2
<1.2, chosen to optimize the search sensitivity. The momenta of both the large-R and small-R jets are
corrected for energy losses in passive material and for the non-compensating response of the calorimeter.
Small-R jets are also corrected for the average additional energy due to pile-up interactions.
Track jets with radius parameter R = 0.2 [74] are used to identify large-R jets containing b-hadrons [75].
Inner detector tracks originating from the primary vertex, selected by impact parameter requirements, are
used in the track jet reconstruction. Track jets are required to satisfy pT > 10 GeV and |η | < 2.5, and are
matched to the large-R jets via ghost-association [76]. As for the small-R jets, the track jets containing
b-hadrons are identified using the MV2c10 algorithm at a working point with 70% efficiency.
Simulated jets are labelled according to the flavour of the hadrons with pT > 5 GeVwhich are found within
a cone of size ∆R ≡
√
(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2 = 0.3 around the jet axis. If a b-hadron is found, the jet is labelled as
a b-jet. If no b-hadron, but a c-hadron is found, the jet is labelled as a c-jet. Otherwise the jet is labelled
as a light jet (l) originating from u-, d-, or s-quarks or gluons. Simulated V+jets events are categorized
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according to this particle-level labelling into three separate categories: V + heavy flavour (V+HF) events,
V + cl events and V + light flavour (V+LF) events. The first category consists of V + bb, V + bc, V + cc
and V + bl components, while the last one is given by the V + ll component alone. In the very rare case
that after the final selection only one jet is present in addition to the V boson, the missing jet is labelled
as a light jet.
Electron candidates are reconstructed from energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter that are
associated to an inner detector track. The electron candidates are identified using a likelihood-based
procedure [77, 78] in combination with additional track hit requirements. All electrons, including those
employed for the electron veto in the signal and in the one-muon and two-muon control regions, must
satisfy the ‘loose’ likelihood criteria. An additional, more stringent criterion is applied in the two-electron
control region, requiring that at least one of the electrons passes the ‘medium’ likelihood criteria. Each
electron is required to have pT > 7 GeV, and |η | < 2.47, with their energy calibrated as described in
Ref. [79, 80]. To suppress the jets misidentified as electrons, electron isolation is required, defined as
an upper limit on the scalar sum of the piT of the tracks i (excluding the track associated to the electron
candidate) within a cone of size ∆R = 0.2 around the electron, (∑ piT)∆R=0.2, relative to electron pT. The
pT- and η-dependent limits corresponding to an isolation efficiency of 99% are applied. In addition, to
suppress electrons not originating from the primary vertex, requirements are set on the longitudinal impact
parameter, |z0 sin θ | < 0.5 mm, and the transverse impact parameter significance, |d0 |/σ(d0) < 5.
Muon candidates are primarily reconstructed from a combined fit to inner detector hits and muon spec-
trometer segments [81]. In the central detector region (|η | < 0.1) lacking muon spectrometer coverage,
muons are also identified by matching a reconstructed inner detector track to calorimeter energy deposits
consistent with a minimum ionizing particle. Two identification working points with different purity
are used. All muons, including those employed for the muon veto in the signal and in the two-electron
control regions, must satisfy the ‘loose’ criteria. In addition, the muon in the one-muon control region
and at least one of the two muons in the two-muon control region must pass the ‘medium’ selection
criteria. Each muon is required to have pT > 7 GeV and |η | < 2.7 and satisfy the impact parameter
criteria |z0 sin θ | < 0.5 mm and |d0 |/σ(d0) < 3. All muons are required to be isolated by requiring
an upper threshold on the scalar sum (∑ piT)∆R=0.3 relative to the muon pT that corresponds to a 99%
isolation efficiency, similarly to the electrons. In the one-muon control region, tighter isolation criteria
with (∑ piT)∆R=0.3/pT < 0.06 are applied. In both cases, the muon pT is subtracted from the scalar sum.
The vector missing transverse momentum EmissT is calculated as the negative vector sum of the transverse
momenta of calibrated small-R jets and leptons, together with the tracks which are associated to the
primary interaction vertex but not associated to any of these physics objects [82]. A closely related
quantity, Emiss(no lepton)T , is calculated in the same way but excluding the reconstructed muons or electrons.
The missing transverse momentum is given by the magnitude of these vectors, EmissT = |EmissT | and
Emiss(no lepton)T = |Emiss(no lepton)T |. In addition, the track-based missing transverse momentum vector, pmissT ,
and similarly pmiss(no lepton)T , is calculated as the negative vector sum of the transverse momenta of tracks
with pT > 0.5 GeV and |η | < 2.5 originating from the primary vertex.
6 Event selection and categorization
Events studied in this analysis are accepted by a combination of EmissT triggers with thresholds between
70 GeV and 110 GeV, depending on the data-taking periods. The trigger efficiency is measured in data
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using events with large EmissT accepted by muon triggers. The triggers are found to be fully efficient for
EmissT > 200 GeV and the inefficiency at lower E
miss
T values and the corresponding uncertainty are taken
into account. At least one collision vertex with at least two associated tracks is required in each event, and
for the signal region selection a veto is imposed on all events with loose electrons or muons in the final
state. Depending on the Lorentz boost of the vector boson, two distinct event topologies are considered:
a merged topology where the decay products of the vector boson are reconstructed as a single large-R
jet, and a resolved topology where they are reconstructed as individual small-R jets. Each event is first
passed through the merged-topology selection and, if it fails, it is passed through the resolved-topology
selection. Thus, there is no overlap of events between the two final-state topologies. For the mono-Z ′
search, the categorization into merged and resolved event topologies is only performed for the mediator
mass hypothesis of mZ′ below 100 GeV. For heavier mediator masses, the angular separation of jets from
the Z ′ boson decay is expected to be larger than the size of a large-R jet. Thus, only the resolved-topology
selection criteria are applied in this case.
Themono-W/Z andmono-Z ′ event selection criteria applied for each of the two topologies are summarized
in Table 2. The criteria have been optimized to obtain the maximum expected signal significance. In the
merged (resolved) event topology, at least one large-R jet (at least two small-R jets) and EmissT values above
250 GeV (above 150 GeV) are required in the final state. In order to suppress the tt¯ andV+jets background
with heavy-flavour jets, all events with merged topology containing b-tagged track jets not associated to
the large-R jet via ghost-association are rejected. In the resolved topology, all events with more than two
b-tagged small-R jets are rejected. The highest-pT large-R jet in an event is considered as the candidate
for a hadronically decaying vector boson in the merged topology. Similarly, in the resolved topology the
two highest-pT (leading) b-tagged small-R jets are selected as the candidate for a hadronically decayingW
or Z boson and, if there are fewer than two b-jets in the final state, the highest-pT remaining jets are used
to form the hadronic W or Z boson decay candidate. Additional criteria are applied in both merged and
resolved topologies to suppress the contribution from multijet events. Since the vector bosons in signal
events are recoiling against the dark matter particles, a threshold is applied on the azimuthal separation
between the EmissT vector and the highest-pT large-R jet (system of the two highest-pT jets) in the merged
(resolved) topology, ∆φ(EmissT , J or j j) > 120o. Also, the angles between EmissT and each of the up to three




> 20o, in order to suppress events
with a significant EmissT contribution from mismeasured jets. Events with a large E
miss
T value originating
from calorimeter mismeasurements are additionally suppressed by the requirement of a non-vanishing
track-based missing transverse momentum, pmissT > 30 GeV, and a requirement on the azimuthal separation
between the calorimeter-based and track-based missing transverse momenta, ∆φ(EmissT , pmissT ) < 90o. The
pmissT requirements also reduce non-collision background from beam halo or beam–gas interactions that
produce signal in time with the colliding proton bunches. Such events are characterized mainly by energy
deposits in the calorimeters in the absence of track activity. In the categories with two b-tagged jets
the non-collision background is negligible and the expected discovery significance is higher without the
pmissT requirement, which is not applied. Further criteria are imposed on events with the resolved topology.
The leading jet is required to have pj1T > 45 GeV. To improve the modelling of the trigger efficiency with
MC events, the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all jets is required to be
∑
pjiT > 120 (150) GeV
in events with two (at least three) jets.
After these general requirements, the events are classified according to the number of b-tagged jets into
events with exactly zero (0b), one (1b) and two (2b) b-tagged jets to improve the signal-to-background
ratio and the sensitivity to Z → bb decays. Small-R jets (track jets) are used for the b-tagging in the
resolved (merged) category. Further selection criteria defining the final signal regions are introduced
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separately for the mono-W/Z and mono-Z ′ searches.
For the mono-W/Z search, the events in the 0b and 1b categories with merged topology are further
classified into high-purity (HP) and low-purity (LP) regions; the former category consists of events
satisfying the pT-dependent requirements on the jet substructure variable D(β=1)2 , allowing an improved
discrimination for jets containing V → qq¯ decays, while the latter one selects all the remaining signal
events. In the signal region with resolved topology, the angular separation ∆Rj j between the two leading
jets is required to be smaller than 1.4 (1.25) in the 0b and 1b (2b) categories. Finally, a mass window
requirement is imposed on the vector boson candidate in each of the eight resulting signal categories. In the
0b and 1bmerged-topology categories, a mass requirement depending on the large-R jet pT is applied. The
large-R jet mass and D(β=1)2 requirements have been optimized within a dedicated study of theW/Z tagger
performance [66, 67, 83]. In the 2b merged-topology category, in which the signal is expected to come
predominantly from Z → bb decays, a mass window requirement of 75 GeV < mJ < 100 GeV is applied.
The large-R jet substructure variable D(β=1)2 is not considered in this channel in order to obtain a higher
signal efficiency and higher expected discovery significance. In the resolved 0b and 1b (2b) categories,
the mass of the dijet system composed of the two leading jets is required to be 65 GeV < mj j < 105 GeV
(65 GeV < mj j < 100 GeV). For the mono-Z ′ search, a similar classification by the b-tagging multiplicity,
and by the substructure variable D(β=1)2 into high- and low-purity regions in the merged-topology category,
is performed, using slightly different requirements on the substructure of the large-R jet. A pT-independent
requirement on the substructure variable D(β=1)2 < 1.2 is used in signal regions with merged topology, as
this is found to provide the maximum expected signal significance. Additional criteria also differ from the
criteria applied in the mono-W/Z search. No criteria are applied on the ∆Rj j variable in events with the
resolved topology, since the high-mass Z ′ bosons in dark-fermion or dark-Higgs models are less boosted
thanW or Z bosons in the simplified vector-mediator model, leading to a larger angular separation of jets
from the Z ′ boson decays. The requirements on the mass of the Z ′ candidate are optimized for each event
category as summarized in Table 2.
For both the mono-W/Z and the mono-Z ′ search, the EmissT distribution in each event category is used
as the final discriminant in the statistical interpretation of the data, since for the models with very large
EmissT values a better sensitivity can be achieved compared to the V-candidate mass discriminant. The
EmissT distributions after the full selection, as well as the mJ and mj j distributions before the mass window
requirement, are shown for various signal models in Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 4 shows the product (A × ε)total of the signal acceptance A and selection efficiency ε for the
simplified vector-mediator model and for the dark-fermion and dark-Higgs mono-Z ′ signal models after
the full event selection. This product is defined as the number of signal events satisfying the full set of
selection criteria, divided by the total number of generated signal events. For all signal models, the main
efficiency loss is caused by the minimum EmissT requirement.
In the simplified vector-mediator model, the (A × ε)total, obtained by summing up signal contributions
from all event categories, increases from 1% for low to 15% for high mediator mass due to the increase of
the missing transverse momentum in the final state.
Similarly, for the mono-Z ′ signal models, the (A × ε)total increases with increasing mediator mass from
2% to 15% (from a few % to up to 40%) in scenarios with a light (heavy) dark sector. The (A × ε)total for
invisible Higgs boson decays is 0.5% when summing over all signal regions. About 58% of that signal
originates from ggH, 35% from VH and 7% from VBF production processes, with (A × ε)total values of
0.3%, 5.7% and 0.5%, respectively.
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Table 2: Event selection criteria in the mono-W/Z and mono-Z ′ signal regions with merged and resolved event
topologies. The symbols “ j” and “J” denote the reconstructed small-R and large-R jets, respectively. The
abbreviations HP and LP denote respectively the high- and low-purity signal regions with merged topology, as
defined by the cut on the large-R jet substructure variable D(β=1)2 .
Merged topology Resolved topology
General requirements
EmissT > 250 GeV > 150 GeV
Jets, leptons ≥1J, 0` ≥2 j, 0`
b-jets no b-tagged track jets outside of J ≤ 2 b-tagged small-R jets






suppression pmissT > 30 GeV or ≥2 b-jets
∆φ(EmissT , pmissT ) < 90o
Signal pj1T > 45 GeV
properties
∑
pjiT > 120 (150) GeV for 2 (≥ 3) jets
Mono-W/Z signal regions
0b 0b 1b 1b 2b 0b 1b 2b
HP LP HP LP
∆Rj j – – – – – < 1.4 < 1.4 < 1.25
D(β=1)2 p
J
T-dep. pass fail pass fail – – – –
Mass requirement mJ mJ mj j mj j
[GeV] W/Z tagger requirement [75, 100] [65, 105] [65, 100]
Mono-Z ′ signal regions
0b 0b 1b 1b 2b 0b 1b 2b
HP LP HP LP
D(β=1)2 <1.2 pass fail pass fail – – – –
For mZ′ < 100 GeV: For mZ′ < 200 GeV:
[0.85mZ′, [0.75mZ′, [0.85mZ′, [0.75mZ′,
Mass requirement mZ′ + 10] mZ′ + 10] mZ′ + 10] mZ′ + 10]
[GeV]
For mZ′ ≥ 100 GeV: For mZ′ ≥ 200 GeV:
no merged-topology [0.85mZ′, [0.80mZ′,
selection applied mZ′ + 20] mZ′ + 20]
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Figure 2: Expected distributions of missing transverse momentum, EmissT , normalized to unit area, for the simplified
vector-mediator model and invisible Higgs boson decays after the full selection in the (a) resolved and (b) merged
event topologies, and the expected invariant mass distributions (c)mj j in the resolved and (d)mJ in the merged event
topologies, before the mass window requirement. The signal contributions from each resolved (merged) category
are summed together. The invisible Higgs boson decays include a large contribution from ggH events, which results
in the observed mass distribution.
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Figure 3: Expected distributions of missing transverse momentum, EmissT , normalized to unit area, after the full
selection for the dark-fermion mono-Z ′ model in the (a) resolved and (b) merged event topologies, the dark-Higgs
mono-Z ′model in the (c) resolved and (d)merged event topologies, aswell as the expected invariantmass distribution
(e) mj j in the resolved and (f) mJ in the merged event topologies for the dark-fermion mono-Z ′ model in the light
dark-sector scenario before the mass window requirement. Similar mass distributions are also observed in the
simulation of the other mono-Z ′ models. 13
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Figure 4: The product of acceptance and efficiency (A×ε)total, defined as the number of signal events satisfying the
full set of selection criteria, divided by the total number of generated signal events, for the combined mono-W and
mono-Z signal of the simplified vector-mediator model and for the mono-Z ′ dark-fermion and dark-Higgs signal
models, shown in dependence on the mediator mass mZ′ . For a given model, the signal contributions from each
category are summed together. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
The number of signal events in a given signal-region category, relative to the total number of signal events
selected in all signal categories, depends on the signal model and mediator mass. The largest fraction is
expected in the 0b category with resolved topology, where it ranges from 40% to 80%. This is followed
by the 0b-HP and 0b-LP merged-topology categories with 10% to 20% of signal events in each of the two.
In the mono-Z ′ signal models, the 1b and 2b categories with resolved topology contain about 7% to 10%
of the total signal contribution. The signal contributions in every other category are below 5%.
7 Background estimation
The dominant background contribution in the signal region originates from tt¯ and V+jets production.
In the latter case, the biggest contributions are from decays of Z bosons into neutrinos (Z → νν) and
W → τν, together with W → (eν, µν) with non-identified electrons and muons. The normalization
of the tt¯ and V+jets background processes and the corresponding shapes of the final EmissT discriminant
are constrained using two dedicated background-enriched data control regions with leptons in the final
state. Themultijet background contribution is estimated by employing additional multijet-enriched control
regions. Events in each control region are selected using criteria similar to, while at the same time disjoint
from, those in the signal region. Events are also categorized into merged and resolved topologies, each
divided into three categories with different b-tagged jet multiplicities. No requirement is imposed on the
large-R jet substructure or ∆Rj j and therefore there is no further classification of the merged-topology
events into low- and high-purity control regions, as is the case for the signal regions. The remaining small
contributions from diboson and single-top-quark production are determined from simulation.
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The two control regions with one and two leptons in the final state are defined to constrain the W+jets
and Z+jets background respectively, together with the tt¯ contribution in the one lepton control region.
The latter process is dominant in 2b control-region categories. The one-lepton control region is defined
by requiring no ‘loose’ electrons and exactly one muon with ‘medium’ identification, pT > 25 GeV
and satisfying ‘tight’ isolation criteria. Events are collected by EmissT triggers, as these triggers enhance
most efficiently contributions from events with a signal-like topology. The two-lepton control region
uses events passing a single-lepton trigger. One of the two reconstructed leptons has to be matched
to the corresponding trigger lepton. A pair of ‘loose’ muons or electrons with invariant dilepton mass
66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV is required in the final state. At least one of the two leptons is required to have
pT > 25 GeV and to satisfy the stricter ‘medium’ identification criteria. To emulate the missing transverse
momentum from non-reconstructed leptons (neutrinos) in W (Z) boson decays, the Emiss(no lepton)T and




T , respectively, for the event selection in the
one-lepton and two-lepton control regions. The Emiss(no lepton)T distribution is employed in the statistical
interpretation as the final discriminant in these control regions. The control-region data are also used to
confirm the good modelling of other discriminant variables such as the invariant mass of the vector boson
candidate and the large-R jet substructure variable D(β=1)2 in events with signal-like topology.
The multijet background contribution is estimated separately for each signal region category from a
multijet control region selected by inverting the most effective requirement used to discriminate against
multijet events in the signal region, i.e. by requiring min[∆φ(EmissT , j)] ≡ min[∆φ] < 20o. The EmissT
distribution observed in this region is used as an expected multijet background shape after a simulation-
based subtraction of a small contribution from non-multijet background. To account for the inversion of
the min[∆φ] requirement, the distribution is scaled by the corresponding normalization scale factor. This
normalization scale factor is determined in an equivalent control region, but with both the min[∆φ] and
∆φ(EmissT , pmissT ) requiremens removed and the mass window criterion inverted to select only events in
the mass sidebands. In this new control region, the EmissT distribution from events with min[∆φ] < 20o
is fitted to the data with min[∆φ] > 20o, together with other background contributions, and the resulting
normalization factor is applied to the EmissT distribution from the multijet control region. For the mono-
W/Z search, the high-mass sideband is used, ranging from the upper mass window bound to 250 GeV.
Since ∆Rj j and ∆φ j j criteria are not applied in the mono-Z ′ search, the event topology in the high-mass
sideband is in general not close enough to the topology of the signal region. Therefore, the low-mass
sideband is used for the estimate of the multijet contribution in the mono-Z ′ search. The sideband mass
range depends on the mass of the Z ′ boson: the upper sideband bound is set to the lower bound of the
signal region mass window and the size of the sideband is the same as the size of the mass window in
the signal region. The multijet contribution is estimated to contribute up to a few percent of the total
background yield depending on the signal category. The contribution from the multijet background in the
one-lepton and two-lepton control regions is negligible.
For the mono-W/Z searches, all background contributions are additionally constrained by the mass
sideband regions in the zero-lepton final state. These regions are defined by the same selection criteria
as introduced in Section 6, except for the requirements on the large-R jet and dijet mass values, which are
required to be above the signal mass window and below 250 GeV. Events in this region are topologically
and kinematically very similar to those in the full signal region, with a similar background composition.
The corresponding sideband regions are also introduced for the one-lepton and the two-lepton control
regions. While there is no signal contamination expected in the one-lepton and two-lepton control regions,
the signal contribution in the zero-lepton mass sideband region is not negligible. Compared to the total
signal contribution in the signal region described in the previous section, about 20% of additional signal
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events are expected in the sidebands in the case of the simplified vector-mediator model. For the invisible
Higgs boson decays, the original signal contribution is increased by about 35% after including the sideband
region, dominated by the ggH production process. No sideband regions are employed for the mono-Z ′
searches. Since the hypothesized mass of the Z ′ boson is a free parameter, the zero-lepton sideband
regions cannot be considered free from signal contamination.
The final estimate of background contributions is obtained from a simultaneous fit of the expected final
discriminants to data in all signal, sideband and control regions (see Section 9). The signal contributions
in the mass sideband regions are taken into account in the fit.
8 Systematic uncertainties
Several experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainties affect the results of the analysis. Their
impact is evaluated in each bin of an EmissT distribution. In this section, the impact of different sources of
uncertainty on the expected signal and background yields is summarized, while the overall impact on the
final results is discussed in the next section.
Theoretical uncertainties in the signal yield due to variations of the QCD renormalization and factorization
scale, uncertainties in the parton distribution functions, and the underlying event and parton shower
description, are estimated to be about 10–15% for the simplified vector-mediator model. For the invisible
decays of the Higgs boson produced via VH and ggH processes, the theory uncertainties affect the signal
yields by 5% and 10% respectively for the resolved event topology and are about two times larger for the
merged topology. No systematic uncertainty in the VBF signal is considered, since it has a negligible
impact on the final results. No theoretical uncertainty is considered for the mono-Z ′ signals, since it is
negligible compared to the experimental uncertainties.
A number of theoretical modelling systematic uncertainties are considered for the background processes,
affecting mostly the expected shape of the EmissT distribution. These uncertainties are estimated following
the studies of Ref. [39] and are briefly summarized here. The uncertainties in the V+jets background
contribution come mainly from limited knowledge of the jet flavour composition in terms of the V+HF
categorization introduced in Section 5, as well as the modelling of the vector boson transverse momentum
(pVT ) and dijet mass (mj j) distributions. The former are evaluated by means of scale variations in the
generated Sherpa samples. In addition, the difference between the Sherpa nominal sample and an
alternative MadGraph5_aMC@NLO v2.2.2 sample produced with a different matrix-element generator
is added in quadrature to yield the total uncertainty. The uncertainty in the modelling of the pVT and
mj j distributions is obtained from the comparison of simulated events with dedicated control-region data,
as well as comparisons with alternative generator predictions. For tt¯ production, uncertainties in the
shapes of the top-quark transverse momentum distribution, and the mj j and pVT distributions of the V
boson candidate, are considered by comparing the nominal simulated sample to alternative samples with
different parton shower, matrix element generation and tuning parameters. A similar procedure is applied
for the diboson and single-top-quark backgrounds. While the overall V+jets and tt¯ normalization is
determined from the fit to data, the comparison between different generators is also employed to assign
a normalization uncertainty to single-top-quark and diboson production since their contributions are
estimated from simulation.
An uncertainty of 100% is assigned to the multijet normalization in both the mono-W/Z and mono-Z ′
searches due to the statistical uncertainty in the control data, the impact of non-multijet background and
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the extrapolation from multijet control regions to signal regions. The shapes of the multijet background
distributions are subject to an uncertainty of the order of 10%, depending on the amount of non-multijet
background in each signal region.
In both the mono-W/Z and mono-Z ′ searches, the largest source of experimental systematic uncertainty
in the merged topology is the modelling of the large-R jet properties. The large-R jet mass scale and
resolution uncertainty [72, 73, 83] has an impact of up to 5% on the expected background yields, and up to
5%, 10% and 15% on the signal yields from invisible Higgs boson decays, the simplified vector-mediator
model and mono-Z ′ models respectively. The uncertainty in the large-R jet energy resolution affects the
simplified vector-mediator signal by 3% and background by 1%. The impact on the mono-Z ′ signal and
the signal from invisible Higgs boson decays is at the sub-percent level. The uncertainty in the scale of
the D(β=1)2 substructure parameter affects the migration between the high-purity and low-purity regions,
with a 5–10% (2–5%) impact on the background (mono-W/Z and mono-Z ′ signal) yields. The combined
impact of all other large-R jet uncertainties is below a few percent. The combined impact of large-R jet
uncertainties on events within the resolved-topology categories is negligible for the mono-W/Z search and
below 2% for the mono-Z ′ searches. The small-R jet uncertainties are dominated by the energy scale and
resolution uncertainties. The small-R jet energy scale uncertainty has an up to 10% (up to 6%) impact on
the background (signal) yields. The uncertainty in the small-R jet energy resolution has a 2–5% impact on
the signal yields. The corresponding impact of this uncertainty on the background yield is at a sub-percent
level in the mass window around the W- and Z-boson mass, growing to around 1.5% for the mono-Z ′
search in the mass window around mZ′ = 500 GeV. The b-tagging calibration uncertainty affects the
migration of signal and background events between categories with different b-tag multiplicities by up to
10%. The uncertainty in the missing transverse momentum component which is not associated with any of
the selected objects with high transverse momentum affects the background (signal) yields by about 1–3%
(2–10%). The uncertainties in the trigger efficiency, lepton reconstruction and identification efficiency,
as well as the lepton energy scale and resolution, affect the signal and background contributions only at a
sub-percent level.
The uncertainty in the combined 2015+2016 integrated luminosity is 2.1%. It is derived, following a
methodology similar to that detailed in Ref. [84], from a calibration of the luminosity scale using x–y
beam-separation scans performed in August 2015 and May 2016.
9 Results
9.1 Statistical interpretation
A profile likelihood fit [85] is used in the interpretation of the data to search for dark matter production.
The likelihood function used to fit the data is defined as the product of conditional probabilities P over












The likelihood function depends on the signal strength µ, defined as the signal yield relative to the prediction
from simulation, and on the vector of nuisance parameters θ accounting for the background normalization
and systematic uncertainties introduced in Section 8. The Poisson distributions P correspond to the
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observation of Ni j events in each bin i of the discriminating observable given the expectations for the
background, Bi j(θ), and for the signal, Si j(θ). A constraint on a nuisance parameter θk is represented by
the Gaussian function G(θk). The correlations between nuisance parameters across signal and background
processes and categories are taken into account.
For the mono-W/Z search, the event categories include all eight zero-lepton signal regions (see Section 6),
six one-lepton and six two-lepton control regions, as well as the corresponding sideband regions for each
of these twenty categories (see Section 7). In comparison, no sideband regions are employed for the
mono-Z ′ search and only categories with the resolved topology are considered for mZ′ > 100 GeV. In
the zero-lepton signal and sideband regions, the EmissT distribution is used as the discriminating variable
since the signal process results in relatively large EmissT values compared to the backgrounds. In order to
constrain the backgrounds and the EmissT shape in the signal region, the E
miss(no lepton)
T variables are used
in the fit in the one- and two-lepton control regions. The normalizations of the W+HF, W+LF, Z+HF,
Z+LF and tt¯ background components are treated as unconstrained parameters in the fit, independent from
each other and correlated across all event categories. The uncertainties in the flavour composition of the
V+HF processes are taken into account following the studies outlined in Section 8. The normalization of
other background components is constrained according to their theory uncertainty. A possible difference
between the normalization factors in events with resolved and merged topologies for the W+jets, Z+jets
and tt¯ processes due to systematic modelling effects is taken into account by means of two additional
constrained nuisance parameters. The multijet contribution is only considered in the signal regions and
the corresponding mass sidebands, with uncorrelated normalization factors in each category.
9.2 Measurement results
The normalization of the W+HF, W+LF and Z+LF background components obtained from a fit to the
data under the background-only hypothesis is in a good agreement with the SM expectation, while the
Z+HF (tt¯) normalization is 30% higher (20% lower) than the expected SM value. In addition to the
normalization factors, the final background event yields in each event category are also affected by the
systematic uncertainties discussed in Section 8. For all backgrounds other than Z+HF and tt¯, the number
of background events obtained from the fit agrees well with the prediction from simulation in each event
category individually. The observed number of events passing the final mono-W/Z signal selection is
shown for each event category in Table 3 together with the expected background contributions obtained
from the fit under the background-only hypothesis. The expectations for several signal points within
the simplified vector-mediator model and for the invisible Higgs boson decays are shown in addition for
comparison. Figures 5 and 6 show the corresponding distributions of the missing transverse momentum
in the merged and resolved mono-W/Z signal regions, respectively. The background contributions which
are illustrated here are obtained from a simultaneous fit of the expected final discriminants to data with
a background-only hypothesis in all signal, sideband and control regions. In this scenario the signal
regions lead to a strong constraint of the total background estimate, which is relaxed with a floating signal
contribution in the final fit.
Similarly, the observed and expected numbers of events passing the final mono-Z ′ selection are shown in
Tables 4 and 5 for mediator masses mZ′ of 90 GeV and 350 GeV respectively. The expected and observed
numbers of background events for the mZ′ hypothesis of 90 GeV are similar to those from the mono-W/Z
search in all categories, except for the 2b-tag category with resolved topology. There are about three
times more events in that category for the mono-Z ′ search since no requirement on ∆Rj j is applied, as
opposed to the strict requirement of ∆Rj j < 1.25 employed in the mono-W/Z search. The distributions
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Table 3: The expected and observed numbers of events for an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 and
√
s = 13 TeV,
shown separately in each mono-W/Z signal region category. The background yields and uncertainties are shown
after the profile likelihood fit to the data (with µ = 0). The quoted background uncertainties include both the
statistical and systematic contributions, while the uncertainty in the signal is statistical only. The uncertainties
in the total background can be smaller than those in individual components due to anti-correlations of nuisance
parameters.
Merged topology
Process 0b-HP 0b-LP 1b-HP 1b-LP 2b
Vector-mediator model,
mχ =1 GeV, mZ′ =200 GeV 814 ± 48 759 ± 45 96 ± 18 99 ± 16 49.5 ± 4.3
mχ =1 GeV, mZ′ =600 GeV 280.9 ± 9.0 268.5 ± 8.8 34.7 ± 3.6 33.8 ± 3.1 15.38 ± 0.84
Invisible Higgs boson decays (mH = 125 GeV, BH→inv. = 100%)
VH 408.4 ± 2.1 299.3 ± 2.0 52.06 ± 0.85 44.06 ± 0.82 27.35 ± 0.52
ggH 184 ± 19 837 ± 35 11.7 ± 3.8 111 ± 30 12.3 ± 4.2
VBF 29.1 ± 2.5 96.0 ± 4.6 2.43 ± 0.36 5.83 ± 0.43 0.50 ± 0.07
W+jets 3170 ± 140 10120 ± 380 218 ± 28 890 ± 110 91 ± 12
Z+jets 4750 ± 200 15590 ± 590 475 ± 52 1640 ± 180 186 ± 12
tt¯ 775 ± 48 937 ± 60 629 ± 27 702 ± 34 50 ± 11
Single top-quark 159 ± 12 197 ± 13 89.7 ± 6.7 125.5 ± 8.7 16.1 ± 1.7
Diboson 770 ± 110 960 ± 140 88 ± 14 115 ± 18 54 ± 10
Multijet 12 ± 35 49 ± 140 3.7 ± 3.3 15 ± 13 9.3 ± 9.4
Total background 9642 ± 87 27850 ± 150 1502 ± 31 3490 ± 52 407 ± 15
Data 9627 27856 1502 3525 414
Resolved topology
Process 0b 1b 2b
Vector-mediator model,
mχ =1 GeV, mZ′ =200 GeV 5050 ± 130 342 ± 29 136.7 ± 6.0
mχ =1 GeV, mZ′ =600 GeV 840 ± 16 59.9 ± 4.6 27.86 ± 0.94
Invisible Higgs boson decays (mH = 125 GeV, BH→inv. = 100%)
VH 2129.6 ± 6.4 171.7 ± 2.2 104.7 ± 1.2
ggH 4111 ± 78 178 ± 16 37 ± 11
VBF 514 ± 12 19.8 ± 2.3 2.33 ± 0.72
W+jets 117500 ± 4600 5000 ± 680 598 ± 98
Z+jets 135400 ± 5600 7710 ± 780 1219 ± 67
tt¯ 13800 ± 780 12070 ± 420 2046 ± 70
Single top-quark 2360 ± 140 1148 ± 71 222 ± 14
Diboson 6880 ± 950 514 ± 71 228 ± 34
Multijet 11900 ± 2300 1130 ± 370 290 ± 150
Total background 287770 ± 570 27580 ± 170 4601 ± 90
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Figure 5: The observed (dots) and expected (histograms) distributions of missing transverse momentum, EmissT ,
obtained with 36.1 fb−1of data at
√
s = 13 TeV in the mono-W/Z signal region with the merged event topology after
the profile likelihood fit (with µ = 0), shown separately for the (a) 0b-HP, (b) 0b-LP, (c) 1b-HP, (d) 1b-LP, and (e)
2b-tag event categories. The total background contribution before the fit to data is shown as a dotted blue line. The
hatched area represents the total background uncertainty. The signal expectations for the simplified vector-mediator
model with mχ = 1 GeV and mZ′ = 600 GeV (dashed red line) and for the invisible Higgs boson decays (dashed
blue line) are shown for comparison. The inset at the bottom of each plot shows the ratio of the data to the total
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Figure 6: The observed (dots) and expected (histograms) distributions of missing transverse momentum, EmissT ,
obtained with 36.1 fb−1of data at
√
s = 13 TeV in the mono-W/Z signal region with the resolved event topology
after the profile likelihood fit (with µ = 0), shown separately for the (a) 0b-, (b) 1b- and (c) 2b-tag categories. The
total background contribution before the fit to data is shown as a dotted blue line. The hatched area represents the
total background uncertainty. The signal expectations for the simplified vector-mediator model with mχ = 1 GeV
and mZ′ = 600 GeV (dashed red line) and for the invisible Higgs boson decays (dashed blue line) are shown for
comparison. The inset at the bottom of each plot shows the ratio of the data to the total post-fit (dots) and pre-fit
(dotted blue line) background expectation.
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Table 4: The expected and observed numbers of events for an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 and
√
s = 13 TeV,
shown separately in each mono-Z ′ signal region category assuming mZ′ = 90 GeV. The background yields and
uncertainties are shown after the profile likelihood fit to the data (with µ = 0). The quoted background uncertainties
include both the statistical and systematic contributions, while the uncertainty in the signal is statistical only. The
uncertainties in the total background can be smaller than those in individual components due to anti-correlations of
nuisance parameters.
Merged topology
Process 0b-HP 0b-LP 1b-HP 1b-LP 2b
Dark fermion, light sector 286 ± 54 125 ± 36 53 ± 23 26 ± 16 52 ± 23
Dark fermion, heavy sector 165 ± 18 71 ± 12 30.9 ± 7.7 18.6 ± 6.0 36.3 ± 8.4
Dark Higgs, light sector 253 ± 25 82 ± 14 37.7 ± 9.6 19.1 ± 6.9 45 ± 11
Dark Higgs, heavy sector 224 ± 14 75.9 ± 8.4 37.5 ± 5.9 21.2 ± 4.4 49.5 ± 6.8
W+jets 2960 ± 170 5180 ± 280 342 ± 52 680 ± 100 120 ± 120
Z+jets 4720 ± 190 7990 ± 310 628 ± 69 1280 ± 140 265 ± 22
tt¯ 780 ± 110 440 ± 59 646 ± 59 434 ± 49 59 ± 19
Single top-quark 161 ± 15 113 ± 14 93 ± 10 94.1 ± 8.9 17.8 ± 2.8
Diboson 830 ± 130 575 ± 95 129 ± 23 107 ± 18 61 ± 11
Multijet 48 ± 41 21 ± 66 1.2 ± 1.0 5.4 ± 5.1 0.52 ± 0.51
Total background 9498 ± 96 14310 ± 120 1840 ± 37 2600 ± 46 523 ± 19
Data 9516 14282 1845 2628 534
Resolved topology
Process 0b 1b 2b
Dark fermion, light sector 2060 ± 150 264 ± 52 228 ± 55
Dark fermion, heavy sector 976 ± 44 121 ± 15 164 ± 18
Dark Higgs, light sector 1206 ± 54 135 ± 18 197 ± 22
Dark Higgs, heavy sector 953 ± 30 112 ± 10 146 ± 12
W+jets 78400 ± 3400 4400 ± 690 1030 ± 190
Z+jets 91700 ± 3800 6970 ± 690 2140 ± 210
tt¯ 11170 ± 920 10590 ± 530 7760 ± 230
Single top-quark 1200 ± 170 1006 ± 74 602 ± 40
Diboson 6080 ± 930 514 ± 80 337 ± 55
Multijet 14700 ± 2500 1280 ± 540 540 ± 270
Total background 203990 ± 480 24770 ± 220 12400 ± 110
Data 203991 24783 12406
of the missing transverse momentum in each mono-Z ′ signal region for these mediator masses are shown
in Figures 7 and 8.
The impact of the different sources of systematic uncertainty on the sensitivity of the mono-W/Z and
mono-Z ′ searches is estimated by means of fits of the signal-plus-background model to hypothetical data
comprized of these signals (with signal strength µ = 1) plus expected background contributions. The
resulting uncertainties on the signal strength µ serve as a measure of the analysis sensitivity and are
summarized in Table 6. Tests of the background-only versus the signal-plus-background hypothesis using
a profile likelihood test statistic show no significant deviation from the SM background expectation for any
of the signal mass points, in both the mono-W/Z and mono-Z ′ searches. A modified frequentist method
with the CLs formalism [86] is used to set upper limits on the signal strength µ at 95% confidence level
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Figure 7: The observed (dots) and expected (histograms) distributions of missing transverse momentum, EmissT ,
obtained with 36.1 fb−1of data at
√
s = 13 TeV in the mono-Z ′ signal region with mZ′ = 90 GeV and the merged
event topology after the profile likelihood fit (with µ = 0), shown separately for the (a) 0b-HP, (b) 0b-LP, (c) 1b-HP,
(d) 1b-LP, and (e) 2b-tag event categories. The total background contribution before the fit to data is shown as a
dotted blue line. The hatched area represents the total background uncertainty. The expectations for the selected
dark-Higgs (dashed red line) and dark-fermion (dashed blue line) signal points are shown for comparison. The
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Figure 8: The observed (dots) and expected (histograms) distribution of missing transverse momentum, EmissT ,
obtained with 36.1 fb−1of data at
√
s = 13 TeV in the mono-Z ′ signal region with the resolved event topology after
the profile likelihood fit (with µ = 0), shown separately for the (a,b) 0b, (c,d) 1b and (e,f) 2b-tag event categories.
On the left-hand side, the mediator mass of 90 GeV and on the right-hand side of 350 GeV is assumed. The total
background contribution before the fit to data is shown as a dotted blue line. The hatched area represents the total
background uncertainty. The expectations for the selected dark-Higgs (dashed red line) and dark-fermion (dashed
blue line) signal points are shown for comparison. The inset at the bottom of each plot shows the ratio of the data
to the total post-fit (dots) and pre-fit (dotted blue line) background expectation.
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Table 5: The expected and observed numbers of events for an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 and
√
s = 13 TeV,
shown separately in each mono-Z ′ signal region category assuming mZ′ = 350 GeV. The background yields and
uncertainties are shown after the profile likelihood fit to the data (with µ = 0). The quoted background uncertainties
include both the statistical and systematic contributions, while the uncertainty in the signal is statistical only. The
uncertainties in the total background can be smaller than those in individual components due to anti-correlations of
nuisance parameters.
Resolved topology
Process 0b 1b 2b
Dark fermion, light sector 655 ± 14 104.2 ± 5.8 89.5 ± 5.3
Dark fermion, heavy sector 70.79 ± 0.79 12.45 ± 0.33 9.04 ± 0.28
Dark Higgs, light sector 639 ± 13 96.7 ± 4.9 72.3 ± 4.3
Dark Higgs, heavy sector 118.9 ± 1.4 19.62 ± 0.58 14.24 ± 0.50
W+jets 68300 ± 4300 4270 ± 1100 115 ± 84
Z+jets 72200 ± 3000 7230 ± 800 1160 ± 110
tt¯ 3900 ± 460 10320 ± 720 4920 ± 140
Single top-quark 752 ± 69 1530 ± 110 466 ± 35
Diboson 2000 ± 340 282 ± 47 14.6 ± 2.8
Multijet 17100 ± 2300 7870 ± 390 880 ± 140
Total background 164310 ± 650 31520 ± 250 7567 ± 85
Data 164386 31465 7597
9.3 Constraints on invisible Higgs boson decays
In the search for invisible Higgs boson decays, an observed (expected) upper limit of 0.83 (0.58+0.23-0.16 )
is obtained at 95% CL on the branching ratio BH→inv., assuming the SM production cross sections and
combining the contributions from VH, ggH and VBF production modes. The expected limit is a factor
of about 1.5 better (while the observed is slightly worse) than the one reached by the previous analysis of
Run 1 ATLAS data [6].
9.4 Constraints on the simplified vector-mediator model
In the context of the mono-W/Z simplified vector-mediator signal model, the exclusion limits on the
signal strength are shown in Figure 9(a) and translated into limits on the dark matter and mediator masses
(Figure 9(b)) for Dirac DM particles and couplings gSM = 0.25 and gDM = 1. Since only a limited number
of signal points were simulated, an interpolation procedure is employed to obtain the limits on the signal
strength at other mass points in the (mχ,mZ′) parameter plane. All signal processes with the samemediator
mass mZ′ and different mχ values are assumed to have the same (A × ε)total value as in the simulated
sample with mχ = 1 GeV. This was verified to be a reliable approximation for mZ′ > 2mχ. Thus, the
expected signal yield at a given mass point (mZ′,mχ) only depends on the cross section σ(mZ′,mχ )pp→Z′→χχ at
that mass point. Under the narrow width approximation, this cross section can be expressed in terms
of the cross section σ(mZ′,mχ=1 GeV)pp→Z′→χχ and the branching ratio B
mχ=1 GeV
Z′→χχ at the simulated mass point with
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Table 6: Breakdown of expected signal strength uncertainties for several mono-W/Z and mono-Z ′ signal models,
obtained for an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 and
√
s = 13 TeV. A dark matter mass of 1 GeV is used for the
two vector-mediator signals. Each systematic uncertainty contribution is determined from the quadratic difference
between the total uncertainty and the uncertainty obtained by neglecting the systematic uncertainty source in
question. Only the largest systematic uncertainties are shown.
Source Uncertainty on µ =1 [%]
of uncertainty Vector mediator, mZ′ = H →invisible Dark fermion, mZ′ =
200 GeV 600 GeV (BH→inv. = 100%) 90 GeV 350 GeV
Large-R jets 9 20 17 23 –
Small-R jets 3 8 7 13 7
Electrons 4 9 6 7 6
Muons 6 7 7 15 11
EmissT 1 4 3 4 3
b-tagging (track jets) 4 4 4 8 –
b-tagging (small-R jets) 2 4 2 5 5
Luminosity 3 4 3 4 4
Multijet normalization 7 11 11 13 6
Diboson normalization 5 11 6 3 1
Z+jets normalization 5 9 4 15 9
W+jets normalization 3 4 2 8 6
tt¯ normalization 3 1 0.3 8 5
Signal modelling 7 9 20 – –
V+jets modelling 4 10 4 7 11
tt¯ modelling 2 4 3 10 6
V+jets flavour composition 1 3 3 4 2
Diboson modelling 1 2 2 1 0.2
Background MC stat. 10 18 14 20 12
Total syst. 21 40 38 45 29
Data stat. 7 21 5 14 12
Total 22 45 39 47 32
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where the value of the branching ratio BmχZ′→χχ is fully defined by the values of model parameters gDM,
gSM, mχ and mZ′. For the given coupling choices, vector-mediator masses mZ′ of up to 650 GeV are
excluded at 95% CL for dark matter masses mχ of up to 250 GeV, agreeing well with the expected
exclusion of Z ′ masses of up to 700 GeV for mχ of up to 230 GeV. The expected limits are improved by
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Figure 9: (a) Observed upper limits on the signal strength µ at 95% CL in the grid of the DM and mediator particle
masses, (mχ, mZ′), for the combined mono-W and mono-Z search in the simplified vector-mediator model with
Dirac DM particles and couplings gSM = 0.25 and gDM = 1. There are no interpolated points and thus no limit
values listed for the mass point (mχ = 100 GeV, mZ′ = 10 GeV) and in the parameter region (mχ = 10 GeV,
mZ′ = 200–2000 GeV). (b) The corresponding exclusion contours at 95% CL. The black solid (dashed) curve shows
the observed (expected) limit. The dotted magenta curve corresponds to the set of points for which the expected
relic density is consistent with the WMAP [87] and Planck [88] measurements (Ωh2 = 0.12), as computed with
MadDM [89]. The region below the curve corresponds to higher predicted relic abundance than thesemeasurements.
9.5 Mono-W/Z constraints with reduced model dependence
In addition to the interpretation of the mono-W/Z search in terms of the simplified vector-mediator model
and invisible Higgs boson decays, the analysis results are also expressed in terms of generic CLs upper
limits at 95% CL on the allowed visible cross section σvis of potential W + DM or Z + DM production.
The limits on these two processes are evaluated separately to allow more flexibility in terms of possible
reinterpretations, as new models might prefer one of these two final states. While the event selection
and categorization is the same as described in Section 6, i.e. including the b-tagging and mass window
requirements, the exclusion limits are provided in the fiducial region that is defined by applying all signal
region selection criteria except for the requirements on mj j or mJ and the b-tagging multiplicity. With
this definition, the exclusion limits on σvis apply to any processes which are characterized by a generic
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back-to-back topology with a W/Z boson recoiling against EmissT from weakly interacting particles such
as DM. The limits on σvis are given as a function of the EmissT variable in order to avoid any additional
model-dependent assumptions on the EmissT distribution. Hence, the E
miss
T bins in the zero-lepton region
are treated independently of each other in the statistical interpretation of the data. A reduced number of
bins is used for EmissT > 300 GeV to reduce the statistical uncertainty in the per-bin analysis. In all other
aspects, the approach is identical to the mono-W/Z analysis described above. The mono-W/Z vector-
mediator signal samples are used as a benchmark model to estimate the residual dependence of the σvis
limits on the kinematic properties of events within a given EmissT range and on the b-tagging multiplicity.
For this, a wide range of (mZ′,mχ) model parameters that yield a sizeable contribution of at least 500
simulated events in a given EmissT range is considered. Corresponding variations of 15–50% (25–50%) in
the expected limits on σvis,W+DM (σvis, Z+DM) are found. The weakest σvis limit is quoted in a given range
of reconstructed EmissT in order to minimize the dependence on a benchmark model. The observed and
expected limits on σvis in each EmissT range are shown in Figure 10, with the numerical values summarized
in Tables 7 and 8. As a general trend, the limits on Z +DM production are somewhat stronger than those
on W + DM since the former contributes significantly to the 2b category that has the highest sensitivity
due to having the lowest SM background.
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Figure 10: Upper limits at 95% CL on the visible cross section σvis,W+DM (left) and σvis, Z+DM (right) in the six
EmissT regions, after all selection requirements, but inclusive in the b-tag multiplicity and the W/Z candidate mass
mj j/mJ . The observed limits (solid line) are consistent with the expectations under the SM-only hypothesis (dashed
line) within uncertainties (filled bands).
Table 7: The observed and expected exclusion limit at 95% CL on σvis for W + DM production for an integrated
luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 and
√
s = 13 TeV, together with the corresponding product of acceptance and efficiency
(A × ε) for different regions of EmissT .
EmissT range Upper limit at 95% CL [fb]
[GeV] σobsvis σ
exp
vis −1σ +1σ A × ε
W+DM,W → q′q
[150, 200] 750 650 470 910 20%
[200, 250] 185 163 117 226 20%
[250, 300] 43 50 36 69 30%
[300, 400] 41 36 26 50 45%
[400, 600] 9.7 12.6 9.1 17.6 55%
[600, 1500] 5.1 3.1 2.2 4.3 55%
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Table 8: The observed and expected exclusion limit at 95% CL on σvis for Z + DM production for an integrated
luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 and
√
s = 13 TeV, together with the corresponding product of acceptance and efficiency
(A × ε) for different regions of EmissT .
EmissT range Upper limit at 95% CL [fb]
[GeV] σobsvis σ
exp
vis −1σ +1σ A × ε
Z+DM, Z → qq¯
[150, 200] 313 225 162 314 20%
[200, 250] 69 60 43 83 20%
[250, 300] 39 29 21 40 30%
[300, 400] 31.1 18.5 13.3 25.7 45%
[400, 600] 9.2 9.1 6.5 12.6 50%
[600, 1500] 3.0 2.6 1.9 3.6 55%
The observable σvis can be interpreted as
σvis,W+DM(EmissT ) ≡ σW+DM(EmissT ) × BW→q′q × (A × ε)(EmissT ) forW + DM events ,
σvis, Z+DM(EmissT ) ≡ σZ+DM(EmissT ) × BZ→qq¯ × (A × ε)(EmissT ) for Z + DM events ,
where σW+DM (σZ+DM) is the production cross section for W + DM (Z + DM) events in a given EmissT
range, BW→q′q (BZ→qq¯) is the branching ratio for the hadronic W (Z) boson decay, and (A × ε)(EmissT )
is the product of the kinematic acceptance and the experimental efficiency. This product represents the
fraction of simulatedW/Z +DM events in a given EmissT range at parton level2 that fall into the same EmissT
range at detector level after reconstruction, and pass the event selection criteria applied to determine σvis.
To allow a generic interpretation, the requirements on mj j/mJ or b-tagging are not included in the latter.
The product (A × ε)(EmissT ) in a given EmissT range has been evaluated for each simulated vector-mediator
signal and the lowest of these values, rounded down in steps of 5%, has been taken for the limit calculation.
The values obtained for each EmissT range are listed in Tables 7 and 8.
9.6 Constraints on mono-Z′ models
For themono-Z ′models, the upper limits on the cross section times the branching ratioBZ′→q′q at 95%CL
are shown in Figure 11 as a function of the mediator mass for both the dark-fermion and dark-Higgs models
in the light and heavy dark-sector mass scenarios. The largest excess of the data above the expectation,
corresponding to a local significance of 3σ, is observed for a hypothesized signal at mZ′ = 350 GeV
within the dark fermion model in the heavy dark-sector scenario. Taking into account the look-elsewhere
effect [90] with respect to the 19 overlapping mass windows examined in the mono-Z ′ search, the excess
corresponds to a global significance of 2.2σ. Cross-section exclusion limits for the dark-fermion model
(dark-Higgs model) in the light and the heavy dark-sector scenario are in the range of 0.68–27 pb and
0.066–9.8 pb (0.80–5.5 pb and 0.064–2.4 pb) respectively, for Z ′ masses between 80 and 500 GeV. The
corresponding observed and expected upper limits on the coupling gSM are shown in Figure 12, assuming
gDM = 1.
2 At parton level, EmissT is defined as the vector sum of momenta of neutrinos and DM particles in the transverse detector plane.
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Figure 11: Upper limits at 95% CL on the cross section times the branching ratio BZ′→q′q in mono-Z ′ models as a
function of the mediator mass, mZ′ , for the dark fermion model in the (a) light and (b) heavy dark-sector scenario,
as well as the dark Higgs model in the (c) light and (d) heavy dark-sector scenario.
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Figure 12: Upper limits at 95% CL on the product of couplings gSM gDM in mono-Z ′ models as a function of the
mediator mass for the dark fermion model in the (a) light and (b) heavy dark-sector scenario, as well as the dark
Higgs model in the (c) light and (d) heavy dark-sector scenario.
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10 Summary
A search for dark matter was performed in events having a large-R jet or a pair of small-R jets compatible
with a hadronicW or Z boson decay, and large EmissT . In addition, the as of yet unexplored hypothesis of a
new vector boson Z ′ produced in association with dark matter is considered. This search uses the ATLAS
dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 of
√
s = 13 TeV pp collisions collected at
the LHC in 2015 and 2016. It improves on previous searches by virtue of the larger dataset and further
optimization of the selection criteria and signal region definitions. The results are in agreement with the
SM predictions and are translated into exclusion limits on DM-pair production.
Two simplified models are considered to describe DM production in the mono-W/Z final state. For the
simplified vector-mediator model in which the DM is produced via an s-channel exchange of a vector
mediator Z ′, masses mZ′ of up to 650 GeV are excluded for dark matter masses mχ of up to 250 GeV
(assuming gSM = 0.25 and gDM = 1.0). This agrees well with the expected exclusion of mZ′ values of
up to 700 GeV for mχ of up to 230 GeV. Limits are also placed on the visible cross section of non-SM
events with large EmissT and aW or a Z boson without extra model assumptions. In the search for invisible
Higgs boson decays, an upper limit of 0.83 is observed at 95% CL on the branching ratio BH→inv., while
the corresponding expected limit is 0.58.
Two additional signal models, for DM production in association with the non-SM vector boson Z ′, are
considered. In the dark-fermion model, the intermediate Z ′ boson couples to a heavier dark-sector fermion
χ2 as well as the lighter DM candidate fermion χ1. In the dark-Higgs model, a dark-sector Higgs boson
which decays to a χχ pair is radiated from the Z ′ boson. For coupling values of gSM = 0.1 and gDM = 1.0,
two different choices of masses mχ2 and mhD of intermediate dark-sector particles are considered. Cross-
section exclusion limits for the dark-fermion model in the light and heavy dark-sector scenarios are in
the range of 0.68–27 pb and 0.066–9.8 pb respectively for Z ′ masses between 80 and 500 GeV. The
corresponding limits for the dark-Higgs model in the light and heavy dark-sector scenario are 0.80–5.5 pb
and 0.064–2.4 pb, respectively.
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